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to pause the thread and return to the thread in C++? I have two threads: thread_1 and thread_2. I would like to
block the execution of thread_2 until I finish some business with thread_1. When I finish my business, I want to

return to the execution of thread_2 without stopping it. How do I block and return to thread_2 execution? A: I'm not
sure I understand the question but it sounds like you're asking if it's possible to create a deadlock between two
different threads. (I assume that you mean threads inside a single process... if you mean that they're running in

different processes, you should start the new thread from the main thread of the old thread.) In this case, threads
and processes are roughly equivalent. A process owns all of its threads. A thread is contained in the process. A

process can only contain one thread. If thread_1 is deadlocked, then any other thread needs to wait for thread_1 to
finish. Since you can't interrupt another thread, the only way you can interrupt thread_1 from the other thread is to

switch the thread that owns the thread_1 so that it creates a new thread that owns the deadlocked thread_1. It
would look something like this: void startThread_2() { while (true) { // busy loop } } void thread_1() { while (true) {
// busy loop } } int main() { startThread_1(); startThread_2(); startThread_1(); waitThread_2(); thread_1(); // post-

mortem thread_1 stuff here. return 0; } If you want to have a cleaner interface, then you could make a thread
manager class that lets you queue threads and then start them all at once. e79caf774b
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